
Topgreener's Guide Light Series:
Revolutionizing Home Lighting with
Convenience and Safety

The Topgreener USB Outlet features an unobtrusive

and sleek design.

Topgreener's Guide Light Series adds

convenience to everyday outlets and light

switches. 

IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES,

June 26, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Topgreener, an established player in

the lighting and wiring industry, is

proud to carry a Guide Light Series that

adds convenience to everyday outlets

and light switches. The series highlights

three products, each incorporating an

LED Guide Light with a daylight sensor:

a Guide Light Outlet, a Guide Light

Switch, and a Full Guide Light.

This simple addition to traditional

wiring and lighting products makes a

small but meaningful difference in

consumers' lives. It also normalizes

Guide Light devices as a safer and

more minimalist alternative to bulky

plug-in night lights. Unlike traditional night lights, Guide Lights are a built-in feature that prevents

children from tampering. This increases safety since children are less likely to be shocked by

unplugging plug-in devices. Furthermore, the Guide Light Outlet keeps both AC outlets open for

your electronics and features tamper-resistant technology. 

The Guide Light Outlet is perfect for dark hallways, staircases, children’s rooms, walk-in closets,

and more. The Full Guide Light is a great addition to switch panels with an extra, unoccupied

gang, or anywhere more light is wanted. Both these devices come with a louvered lens that

allows users to redirect the lighting downwards and mute the brightness.

Similarly, the Guide Light Switch is useful in many scenarios, such as kitchen counters, pantries,
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Guide Light devices conveniently provide a subtle

spot of illumination when the lighting is low or dark.

Topgreener offers Guide Light products in a range of

colors to match your interior design.

closets, bathrooms, and more. The

Guide Light provides a subtle spot of

illumination that makes locating the

switch all the easier.

Topgreener’s Guide Light Series is

designed with energy efficiency in

mind, consuming minimal power while

providing maximum convenience. The

daylight sensor ensures that the LED

lights only activate in low-light

conditions, further conserving energy.

Installation is straightforward and

compatible with standard electrical

systems, making it an easy upgrade for

any home.

At the core of Topgreener’s product

design are safety, convenience, and

efficiency. The company offers

solutions that enhance everyday living

spaces while maintaining a sleek,

unobtrusive aesthetic. Their Guide

Light Series represents that.

The Guide Light Series is available for

purchase on Topgreener’s website and

through authorized retailers like

Amazon. 

About Topgreener

Top Greener, Inc. is a high-tech

company specializing in home

automation solutions. We push the

boundaries of innovation to be

trendsetters of unique, customizable,

smart products with a wide range of

applications. We aim to deliver high-

quality products that are safe,

convenient, and efficient.  Our growing

catalog consists of green, smart

solutions that are professional grade
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while being DIY-friendly for both residential and commercial use. 
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